
April 19, 2013

To: 

Governor Lincoln D. Chafee
Speaker Gordon D. Fox
Senate President M. Teresa Paiva Weed
Attorney General Peter F. Kilmartin 
Colonel Steven G. O'Donnell

Dear Fellow Rhode Islanders,

Thank  you  for  the  invitation  to  discuss  your  recently  proposed  gun-control 
legislation.  In the wake of Sandy Hook, you say you would like to have a thoughtful 
debate about how to “reconcile” the Second Amendment with the safety of our streets 
and schools. That is laudable. But while you say you want to “thoughtful debate,” you 
start with the premise that “semi-automatic assault weapons” should be prohibited – that 
guiltless of any crime though we may be, we should not have them. That is clearly your 
assessment. So from the outset you have us over a barrel: You say you want a thoughtful 
debate, but that’s only in the context of having drafted legislation, as opposed to inviting 
debate on how possible legislation should be framed, or even if it is needed at all. Did 
you invite any pro-Second Amendment people to participate in your deliberations? Word 
from  the coconut-telegraph suggests “No,” that you were very tight-lipped and closed-
door about the whole thing, and now you have us over a barrel. How thoughtful is that? 

You say we do not need certain guns or their high-capacity magazines, and here 
we have reached an impasse: We say we do. In point of fact, we will make this very 
simple; we will not give them up. However, we will be thoughtful enough to explain 
why. The simple fact is this: The Second Amendment is not about being able to hunt, 
although that  is  very nice.  And it  is  not  about  being able  to  protect  yourself  against 
common criminals who might try to steal from you, rape you or kill you, although that  
security is a great comfort. No, the Second Amendment is about thwarting tyranny rising 
up from within our own government. This is not a contestable point, though great effort 
has gone into removing it from public discourse, but the writings of our Founding Fathers 
are very explicit about the absolute necessity of this safeguard. The Second Amendment 
is about We the People keeping control of our government, not the other way around. 
And the Second Amendment is more needed now than it has been in many years, because 
signs of tyranny have sprung up all around us. Here are just a few: 

Do you recall the 2012 and 2013 National Defense Authorization Acts? They allow 
the Federal Government to indefinitely detain American citizens without 
representation or a trial? So much for habeas corpus. Do you likewise recall Rand 
Paul’s efforts to extract details from Attorney General Holder concerning whether 
or not the President could order the assassination of an American Citizen on 
American soil via drone attack? Eric Holder finally answered, “Does the President 



have the authority to use a weaponized drone to kill an American not engaged in 
combat on American soil? The answer is no.” If we accept “Fast & Furious” 
Holder’s word, the President does not have the authority. But what about someone 
other than the President? And what is the definition of “combat?” Because like 
every word that comes from Washington, Eric Holder’s answer must be parsed for 
double-speak. 

How about the unfathomable debt being accrued to the ledger of the American 
People? Do you just trust politicians to manage our Country’s finances, or do you 
allow yourself a modicum of critical thinking? If so, where do you think all this 
spending and borrowing and printing of money really leads?

What about the failure of the Federal Government to close our borders while at the 
same time spending billions of dollars to observe and profile every action, 
transaction, and communication of the American People?

And finally, for the purpose of this hurried review, what about a government that 
exploits tragedy to undermine the Bill of Rights, in the case of Sandy Hook, by 
trying to pull the teeth out of the Second Amendment?

The bottom line is this: It is the vagueness in so many laws, the disregard for the 
Bill of Rights in so many policies, and the general tone of superiority out of Washington 
that indicts  those with their  hands on the weapons of State  – and not just  legislative 
weapons. Think of the recent acquisitions by so many internal agencies of massively-
armored assault vehicles, the hundreds-of-millions of rounds of hollow-point ammunition 
being stock-piled, and the planned build-up of domestic drones in our skies. To what 
end? And you worry about the arms in our hands?!

Besides your ban, you want to consolidate authority for the issuance of  concealed 
carry permits to the Attorney General. Here we have another impasse. This would make it 
the sole prerogative of the AG to decide whose needs are sufficient to merit permission. 
That is far too much discretionary power in the hands of one person. Besides, it is not as 
though these permit-holders are the ones going around committing atrocities like Sandy 
Hook. In fact, those with concealed carry permits are far less likely to commit any sort of 
violent crime. If someone has gone to the trouble of taking the training to get qualified 
and then has followed procedures to apply for the permit, how likely are they to fit the 
profile of mass murderer? No likely at all. And statistics bear this out: Concealed carry 
permit holders commit very few violent crimes. Based on this simple fact, you should 
realize that these people are amongst the greatest security assets we have. In the heat of a 
violent  confrontation,  which  would  you  choose,  an  armed  citizen  on  the  scene,  or  a 
patrolman who might be five, ten, or fifteen minutes away? 

While we oppose any effort to further weaken our Second Amendment Rights, we 
can understand and appreciate the motivations of well-intentioned groups like “Moms 
Demand Action.” So for the sake of comity, let us consider the likelihood of success of a 
“semi-automatic  assault  weapons” ban:  Success  hinges  on the  premise  that  depriving 
law-abiding citizens of these arms will ultimately reduce the number available to would-
be mass murderers. While that may sound plausible, as if “something” is being done, 
please recognize that at best it has a speculative impact on achieving the results you seek.  
It hinges on low-probability. For the sake of argument, however, let us say this ban did 
manage to thwart a criminal from getting a prohibited arm, what assurance can you give 
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us he will not then resort to using other more readily available arms, or building a bomb, 
or driving his car into a crowd? These too are subject to speculation, but where there is a 
will,  there  is  a  way.  The  guns themselves  are  not  the  problem.  Even Joe  Biden has 
begrudgingly admitted as much. The notion, “We’ve got to do something,” is no excuse 
for taking pot shots at the Second Amendment.

If you really want to do “something” about school shootings, there is only one 
thing to do. Well, two things. The first would be to outlaw “gun free zones.” As opposed 
to throwing up road blocks, remove impediments on law-abiding citizens to go through 
the proper training to carry concealed. If that were the case, a would-be shooter would 
never know who around him is prepared to fight back. That is a direst deterrent. But if 
removing gun-free zones is too big a leap, then place armed guards at the schools – plain-
clothes armed guards who blend in. Many schools have already done this without any 
disruption to their  normal routines. Either of these two solutions would have a better 
chance of neutralizing  a  criminal  than just  hoping a  ban will  prevent  criminals  from 
getting certain types of arms, and that that in turn will mitigate tragedy. While no solution 
can guaranty success,  if  you  sincerely want  to  do something,  opting for the  highest-
probability solution is the right thing to do. And it has the added benefit of not infringing 
on an essential right.

You say you respect the Constitution; you speak of a reverence for the Second 
Amendment;  but you nonetheless feel  compelled to reconcile  what it  says  with these 
horrible tragedies. You seem to think this is a matter of feelings. It is not. Not at all. It is a 
matter  of  right  and  wrong.  Do  not  attempt  to  fix  a  wrong  by  committing  another. 
Recognize that Freedom is a messy thing. Freedom is a risky thing. And the more you try 
to limit Freedom for the sake of security, the less of both you will ultimately have. Ben 
Franklin said that, and it has proven quite sage.

A government that would seek to take away any of our arms is the very sort of 
government the Second Amendment is intended to thwart. If knowing there are people 
who do not trust the government makes members of that government uncomfortable, that 
is a good thing. Serving We the People is a sacred honor, not a permission slip to break 
the rules, to break covenant at your discretion. You swore an oath to protect and defend 
both the State and Federal Constitutions, not undermine them. “The right of the people to 
keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” We are here to hold you true.

Sincerely yours, 

_____________________________________________      ________________________

_____________________________________________      ________________________

_____________________________________________      ________________________

_____________________________________________      ________________________
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